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What Sustainability 
Means to Consumers
A brand’s guide to consumer attitudes, 
behaviors and expectations
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Now is the time for 
more sustainability

As the reality of climate change becomes more pronounced in 
our everyday lives, consumers are holding institutions more 
accountable — including corporations.

More of the public today understands the threat that climate change poses 
for billions of people. While many are taking small, individual actions to help 
protect the environment, attention is increasingly directed toward 
corporations and consumer-facing brands. 

This call for companies to do more has not gone unanswered. But there 
remain more questions in understanding what sustainability means to 
consumers.

What do consumers know about what it means to be sustainable? How are 
consumers folding sustainability into their everyday lives? What do 
consumers know about the sustainable moves and promises corporations 
are making?

This report is one of many in Morning Consult’s “What Sustainability Means to 
Consumers” project, aimed at answering the questions above and providing 
a brand’s guide to consumer attitudes, behaviors and expectations. This is 
our introductory report, covering the topics of sustainability, consumer 
sentiment and brand action from a 30,000-foot view.
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Sustainability in the Food & 
Beverage Industry
Consumers know sustainability in food & 
beverage is crucial, but companies need to 
help educate and bridge trust to ensure 
actions resonate.

Download the report

A D D I T I O N A L  R E A D I N G

Sustainability in the Financial 
Services Industry

First-mover advantage is still on the table for 
financial services brands when it comes to 
sustainability.

Download the report

Sustainability in the Travel & 
Hospitality Industry

Brands must go beyond marketing to help 
climate-concerned travelers overcome the gap 
between sustainable expectations and action.

Download the report

Sustainability in the Retail & 
E-Commerce Industry
While consumerism is inherently not 
sustainable, retailers can mitigate impact by 
supporting the resale market, moving toward 
more recyclable packaging and more.

Download the report

Sustainability in the Tech Industry
As innovators, tech companies shoulder 
huge responsibility for moving forward not 
only their own sustainability efforts, but other 
industries’ as well.

Download the report

Sustainability in the Media & 
Entertainment Industry

Media & entertainment companies need to 
minimize the environmental impact of content 
production to appeal to the next generation of 
consumers. 

Download the report

https://go.morningconsult.com/2022-pg8600a1-sustainability-report-download.html
https://go.morningconsult.com/2022-pg8600a1-sustainability-report-download.html
https://go.morningconsult.com/2022-pg8600a1-sustainability-report-download.html
https://go.morningconsult.com/2022-pg8600a1-sustainability-report-download.html
https://go.morningconsult.com/2022-pg8600a1-sustainability-report-download.html
https://go.morningconsult.com/2022-pg8600a1-sustainability-report-download.html
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Sustainability knowledge 
doesn’t equal understanding 

U.S. adults are broadly familiar with common 
sustainability concepts like “energy 
conservation” and “renewable resources,” but a 
gap exists between familiarity and being able to 
demonstrate understanding of certain topics, 
such as identifying a renewable resource or 
knowing what ESG stands for. 

Individuals give themselves 
relatively high marks for 
sustainability

Members of the public graded their 
sustainability efforts as better than others in 
their community, corporations and the 
government, even as a majority admit their 
individual actions have a “minor” impact.

Sustainability is most 
important for industries that 
are part of everyday life

Consumers were most likely to say the auto 
industry has done the most harm toward 
climate change, while tech has done the most 
good. Respondents also gave food & beverage 
the No. 2 spot among industries for which 
sustainability is most important. 

Key Takeaways

C O N S U M E R  A T T I T U D E S C O N S U M E R  B E H A V I O R S B R A N D  A C T I O N S
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Consumer Attitudes
Consumers are broadly familiar with common sustainability concepts, 
but a gap exists between familiarity with and understanding of 
certain topics

S ECTION 1
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C O N S U M E R  A T T I T U D E S

Bulk of consumers believe they should share equal responsibility for sustainability with brands, but they 
are looking for companies to lead the way
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• A plurality of U.S. adults believe 
consumers and brands should be 
equally responsible for the 
sustainability of industries, but 
they’re looking for brands to take 
the lead.

• About 1 in 10 consumers believe 
neither companies nor 
consumers should be responsible 
for the sustainability of industries. 

• Consumers place the strongest 
burden on companies in the auto 
& mobility industry to ensure their 
industry is sustainable: More than 1 
in 5 say companies in that sector 
are much more responsible.

Consumers are 
much more 
responsible

Consumers are 
somewhat more 
responsible

Consumers and 
brands are equally 
responsible

Brands are 
somewhat more 
responsible

Brands are 
much more 
responsible

Neither should 
be responsible

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence
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C O N S U M E R  A T T I T U D E S

Consumers are concerned about climate change, but they don’t think they’ll be impacted by it

Net personal concern
with climate change*

Net perception of personal
harm from climate change**

All U.S. adults

Democrats

Republicans

Gen Z adults

Millennials

Gen Xers

Baby boomers

<College

College grad

Graduate+

Across the board, consumers are more 
likely to be concerned about climate 
change overall than to report it will 
impact them personally. That gap is the 
most pronounced among Democrats 
and baby boomers.

There are a few ways to read this 
analysis. One way is more optimistic: 
Concern is high even though perception 
of personal harm is low. The other way is 
more pessimistic: The disconnect 
between concern and perceived 
personal impact could lead to symbolic 
actions as opposed to more impactful 
sustainable behaviors. 

*Share who say they are concerned about climate 
change minus the share who say they are not 
concerned. 
**Share who say they will be harmed by climate 
change minus the share who say they won’t be.

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence
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C O N S U M E R  A T T I T U D E S

Familiarity with various sustainability concepts is high 
among U.S. adults and relatively consistent across 
demographic groups, showing that brand marketing 
efforts have been effective in building awareness 
among the general public.

Unlike climate concern or consumers’ perceptions of 
harm, however, familiarity did not divide sharply along 
political lines. Similar levels of Democrats and 
Republicans were familiar with the four concepts, 
though slightly higher shares of Democrats than 
Republicans reported recognition. 

Rather, education level is a much stronger indicator of 
familiarity. And those with more schooling are even 
more likely than the average adult to be “very” familiar 
with these terms, making them attractive audiences for 
companies that want to communicate more 
sophisticated sustainability messaging.

Respondents who said they’re “very” or “somewhat” familiar with the following terms:

Most consumers are broadly familiar with sustainability concepts …

87%

92%

93%

94%

84%

88%

90%

94%

66%

74%

79%

84%

Carbon
footprint

Renewable
resources

Energy
conservation

Climate
change

<College College grad Graduate+

All U.S. adults: 88%

83%

80%

72%

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence
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C O N S U M E R  A T T I T U D E S

… but there’s a gap between familiarity and actual knowledge

It’s one thing to claim familiarity with a sustainability phrase; it’s another to 

demonstrate knowledge. And that gap provides brands with an opportunity 

to further build consumer education around sustainability. 

While 8 in 10 U.S. adults said they were familiar with the term “renewable 

resources,” only 58% could accurately identify a renewable resource from a 

list of renewable and nonrenewable ones. And when it came to explaining 

less mainstream concepts, the shares of those who could accurately do so 

are even more dramatically low.

Through an open-end analysis, we found that a vast majority of respondents 

do not know what “ESG” (environmental, social and governance) stands 

for, with many misidentifying the “S” as representing “sustainability” instead. 

(Priming is not a concern here.) 

A roughly similar share of respondents didn’t know the definition of 

“greenwashing” either — the idea of marketing environmental friendliness 

despite not making notable efforts to actually be sustainable.

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence. Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Respondents were asked …

Correct
58%

Not sure
9%

Incorrect
32%

Not sure
78%

Not sure
86%

… if they can identify a renewable resource

…if they knew what “ESG” stands for …if they knew what “greenwashing” is
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Consumer Behaviors 
Consumers graded their sustainability efforts as better than others in their 
community, corporations and the government, even as a majority admit their 
individual actions have a “minor” impact

S ECTION 2
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C O N S U M E R  B E H A V I O R S
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The U.S. government

The average
U.S. corporation

The average person
in the United States

The average person
in your local community

You, personally

Members of the public grade their sustainability efforts as better than others in their community, 
corporations and the government

A B C D F

Respondents were asked what grade they would give each of the following for their sustainability efforts in the last year:

52% gave the U.S. 
government a ”D” or 
“F” on its 
sustainability efforts. 
Notably, there are no 
significant political or 
generational 
differences here.

57% gave U.S. 
corporations at least 
a “C.” That share 
hovers around 50% 
for younger 
consumers.

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence. Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

87% of U.S. adults
gave themselves at 
least a “C,” a figure 
that drops to 74% and 
69% for the average 
person in their 
community and in the 
U.S., respectively. 
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C O N S U M E R  B E H A V I O R S

How often consumers practice sustainable actions, and how that relates to their self-grading 
on sustainability 

Shares who did each of the following at least three times in the past month:
(Respondents assigned themselves a grade based on their sustainability efforts in the past year)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

All U.S. adults "A" self-grade Passing self-grade Failing self-grade

Recycle

Use a reusable product

Avoid unnecessary driving

Reduce food waste

Avoid unnecessary travel

Reduce water usage
Purchase a product with 

clean ingredients
Avoid purchasing a product

Intentionally eat a meat-reduced meal

Purchase a secondhand product 

Purchase a compostable product
Purchase a product manufactured 

with renewable energy
Use public transportation

• Recycling is the most common 
sustainable action of the list we 
provided. Even half of those who gave 
themselves a failing grade do it at least 
three times per month.

• Avoiding unnecessary travel and 
intentionally eating a meat-reduced 
diet have the largest political divides: 
Democrats are 16 percentage points 
more likely than Republicans to do 
both activities.

• The actions that the fewest share of 
consumers report doing — purchasing 
a product made with renewable 
energy and using public 
transportation — are also the activities 
with the biggest gaps from “A” self-
graders.

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence
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C O N S U M E R  B E H A V I O R S

It’s important for corporations to understand 
consumers’ perceived impact of 
sustainability efforts: If people don’t think 
their actions have much of an impact, 
they’re unlikely to regularly do them. 

Most (57%) believe their individual efforts 
have a minor impact, while the remaining 
respondents are more likely to say their 
efforts have no impact at all than to say they 
have a major impact.

What this means: Many of the consumers 
who think their own efforts have minimal 
impact are looking to larger institutions, 
such as corporations and the government, 
to have a larger positive impact on 
sustainability — likely because they view 
their current impact to be a net negative. 

Respondents who said their sustainability efforts have …
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51%
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52%
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28%

42%

15%

17%

35%

16%

23%

27%

25%

Republican women

Republican men

Democratic women

Democratic men

Republicans

Democrats

Women

Men

All U.S. adults

A major impact A minor impact No impact at all

A majority of consumers say their sustainability efforts have a ‘minor’ impact

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence

Democratic men 
are among the 
most likely to say 
their sustainability 
efforts have a 
“major” impact, 
while Republican 
men are among the 
most likely to say 
their efforts have 
“no impact at all.” 
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C O N S U M E R  B E H A V I O R S

49% 44% 48% 51% 51% 46% 52% 55%
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-6%
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Various labels touting a brand’s 
sustainability efforts have become 
more common in grocery aisles, online 
marketplaces — even Google Flights  
(though many don’t know what 
common labels, such as “carbon-
neutral,” mean).

There is a concern here regarding 
“greenwashing,” where brands tout an 
unsubstantiated claim to appear more 
environmentally friendly. And while the 
phrase is becoming more known as a 
form of marketing spin, as the figure 
earlier in this report shows, it has not 
entered the lexicon of most Americans.

Shares who said they generally trust that products or services marked as sustainable are actually sustainable

Most U.S. adults trust sustainability labels, but few know what ‘greenwashing’ is

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence. “Don’t know/No opinion” responses are not shown.

16%
22%

16% 16% 15% 15% 19% 15%

4%
6%

4% 5% 5% 5%

All U.S.
adults

Gen Z
adults Millennials Gen Xers Baby

boomers
Income:
<$50k

Income:
$50K-$99.9k

Income:
$100k+

Yes, definitely Yes, probably No, probably No, definitely not

https://morningconsult.com/2022/08/02/carbon-neutral-consumer-awareness/
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Brand Actions
The auto industry has done the most harm regarding climate change, nearly 
half of consumers say, while the largest share say tech has done the most 
good. Respondents also gave food & beverage the No. 2 spot among 
industries for which sustainability is most important

S ECTION 3
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B R A N D  A C T I O N S
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So how does this translate at the industry level?

Food & beverage companies have the most to gain in 
the eyes of consumers if they prioritize sustainability, 
while media & entertainment companies have the least. 

Similar to other research in this data set, Democrats 
and younger consumers, who tend to be more 
concerned about sustainability and climate change, 
were more likely to report an increase in purchase 
consideration if they felt that a company prioritizes 
sustainability. Although no prominent demographic 
reported a negative net likelihood, about 1 in 4 
Republicans on average said they would be unlikely to 
consider purchasing from a brand that prioritizes such 
a cause. 

The main message here: Know your consumer base. 
Broadcasting your sustainability efforts will have 
different ROIs depending on the demographic makeup 
of your audience.

Respondents reported how likely they are to consider purchasing or using a product or service from a 
company in the following industries if the company prioritized sustainability:

Food & beverage has the most to gain from prioritizing sustainability
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Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence. “Don’t know/No opinion” responses are not shown. Net figures may have been adjusted due to rounding.
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B R A N D  A C T I O N S

Shares who said it was “very” or “somewhat” important for the following industries
to be sustainable:

Consumers most likely to choose industries highly involved in their daily lives as important to 
be sustainable

65% 70% 75% 80% 85% 90% 95%

All U.S. adults Gen Zers Millennials Gen Xers Baby boomers

Food & beverage

Technology

Automotive & mobility

Shipping & postal

Travel & hospitality

Health care

Retail & e-commerce

Financial services

Media & entertainment

Majorities of consumers say it’s important for all industries to 
be sustainable, but the ones with the highest shares of 
importance are those with which U.S. adults most frequently 
interact. 

Food & beverage leads the way, with slightly over 8 in 10 
consumers saying it’s at least somewhat important for this 
industry to be sustainable: Interacting with single-use 
packaging and food waste on a daily basis likely means 
consumers are more sensitive to the environmental impact of 
this category. Industries where consumers are mostly 
interacting with services, as opposed to products, generally 
ranked lower in importance.

Generationally, younger consumers continue to more strongly 
assert the importance of sustainability compared with their 
older counterparts. But millennials, not Gen Zers, place more 
emphasis on importance to be sustainable across industries. 
For example, when it comes to food & beverage, 50% of 
millennials say it’s very important for this industry to be 
sustainable, 5 points higher than Gen Zers, 4 points higher 
than Gen Xers and 10 points higher than baby boomers.

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence
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B R A N D  A C T I O N S

Grading the industries: Which ones do consumers think are the best and worst in terms of climate change?
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31% 16% 13% 11% 7% 5% 5% 4% 3% 3% 1%

16% 6% 6% 2% 46% 4% 5% 8% 2% 3% 3%

Source: Morning Consult Research Intelligence
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W H A T ’ S  N E X T

The gap between consumers’ awareness and knowledge of sustainability will 
lessen with time as climate change and its impacts around the world 
continue to make headlines. 

And as a result, people will expect even more when it comes to the everyday 
brands from which they shop. 

Brands without a public-facing sustainability plan aimed at reducing their 
carbon footprint or energy consumption or cutting back on excessive waste 
will likely face increased criticism from their customer base. 

But we know attitudes vary by industry. That’s why we’ve created 
industry-specific brand guides, accessible below. They’re packed with 
essential insights for understanding what each consumer knows, does and 
expects from brands when it comes to sustainability. 

Consumer understanding of 
sustainability will only grow. 
Are brands ready? 

Financial services

Food & beverage

Media & entertainment

Retail & e-commerce

Tech

Travel & hospitality
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About the Report 
& Methodology
The “What Sustainability Means to Consumers” project unpacks consumer attitudes and 
behaviors connected to sustainability, in addition to identifying what sustainable actions 
consumers expect from the brands they purchase from. Visit our sustainability portal to 
explore and download all the research in this project.

Methodology

The research fueling this project was fielded July 5-7, 2022, among a representative 
sample of 2,210 U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.

Research Intelligence

Morning Consult helps you understand your brand, competitors and market in a way 
traditional research companies can’t. We survey tens of thousands of people across the 
globe on over 4,000 brands and products every day. Get actionable insights into what 
consumers think, see and say about your brand and products.

L E A R N  M O R E  A B O U T  R E S E A R C H  I N T E L L I G E N C E

https://morningconsult.com/sustainability-2022
https://morningconsult.com/product/research-intelligence/
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J OA NNA  P IA CENZA
Head of Industry Intelligence
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Joanna leads Morning Consult’s industry analysis 
division, which identifies trends affecting key 
demographics across retail & e-commerce, food & 
beverage, travel & hospitality, media & entertainment, 
tech and financial services. 

Amy is managing director of industry analysis at 
global decision intelligence company Morning 
Consult. Prior to joining Morning Consult, Amy served 
as the executive editor of newsletters at eMarketer.

Nicki is managing director of industry analysis at 
global decision intelligence company Morning 
Consult. Prior to joining Morning Consult, Nicki led 
digital intelligence at Purple Strategies.
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